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ABSTRACT

Based on the observation of the cooperation of osteopontin

(OPN) and matrixmetalloproteinase-9 (MMP-9) in the pro
motion of the metastatic phenotype, therapies and diagnostic
assays are disclosed for the treatment of a tumor that overex

presses OPN, such as hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), for
example metastatic HCC. In one example, methods of treat
ing a tumor include administration of an agent that reduces
cellular invasion resulting from the interaction between a

fragment of OPN (OPN-5kD) generated by MMP-9 cleavage
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and CD44 receptor. Examples of such agents include frag
ments of OPN-5kD and antibodies speci?c for OPN-5kD.

Therapeutic compositions are also provided that include such
agents. Also provided are methods of diagnosing or prognos

ing a tumor, for example by detecting expression of OPN
5kD peptide or OPN-c mRNA in a biological sample obtained
from the subject. Also provided are antibodies that speci?
cally bind OPN-5kD.
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Local and extra-hepatic HCC tumor cell invasion is asso

COMPOSITIONS AND METHODS FOR
DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT OF TUMORS

ciated With extensive matrix remodeling, angiogenesis, and
hepatocyte injury (McKenna et al., Am. J. Surg, 183: 588-94,
2002). The members of the Zinc-dependent endopeptidase
family of matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) cataboliZe
extracellular matrix components (Theret et al., Hepalology,

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

34: 82-88, 2001 ; LiaW and CraWford, Braz. J. Med. Biol. Res.,
32:805-812, 1999). Each MMP contains a catalytic and pro
peptide regulatory domain and a variable number of carboxy
terminal hemopoexin-like structural domains and are broadly
divided into subclasses based on substrate activity. The tWo

This is a divisional ofU.S. application Ser. No. 12/871,669
?led onAug. 30, 2010, now US. Pat. No. 8,247,183, Whichis
a divisional of US. application Ser. No. 12/340,211 ?led on
Dec. 19, 2008, now US. Pat. No. 7,803,380, Which is a

continuation-in-part of International Patent Application No.

gelatinases (MMP-2 and MMP-9) play roles in tumor inva
sion and angio genesis and participate in cancer progression in

PCT/US2007/071712 ?led on Jun. 20, 2007, Which claims

priority from US. Provisional Application No. 60/805,298
?led Jun. 20, 2006, Which is herein incorporated by reference.

several neoplasias (Turpeenniemi-Hujanen, Biochimie,
87:287-97, 2005; Hanemaaijeret al.,lnl. J Cancer, 86:204-7,

FIELD

This application relates to methods of diagnosing and treat
ing a tumor that has increased expression of osteopontin
(OPN), such as metastatic hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC),

2000; Scorilas et al., Br J. Cancer, 84:1488-96, 2001).Active
MMP-9 enZymatically cleaves proteins of the basement
membrane (such as collagens type IV, V, VII, X, and XIV) and
can be detected at the invasive front of HCC (Kaneyoshi et al.,
20

Clin. CancerRes., 7:4027-32, 2001).A substantial increase in

as Well as compositions and kits that can be used for such

MMP-9 mRNA levels in HCC primary metastatic tumors has

methods. Also provided are antibodies that speci?cally bind

been observed (Ye et al., Nat. Med. 9:416-23, 2003), Which is

to a fragment of OPN(OPN-5kD) generated by metallopro

consistent With indications of HCC tumor malignancy and
MMP-9 abundance (Ashida et al., Am. J. Pathol, 149:1803
11, 1996; Wei et al., Hunan. Yl. Ke. Da. Xue. Xue. Bao.,

teinase-9 (MMP-9) cleavage.
25

BACKGROUND

28:212-6, 2003).
Stromelysin-l (MMP-3) and matrilysin (MMP-7) are

Elucidating the molecular events that promote tumor cell

reported to cleave OPN at residues 166 and 210 (Agnihotri et

invasion continues to be a challenge for the treatment and

prevention of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). HCC is a
highly aggressive carcinoma of the liver Which has been
reported to occur World-Wide in increasing numbers. Intra

al., J. Biol. Chem, 276:28261-7, 2001). MMP-3/-7 digested
30

hepatic metastatic recurrences via the portal vein are the main

cause of death in HCC patients Who have undergone partial
hepatectomy or liver transplantation (Korn, World J. Gastro

OPN fragments increase AsPC-1 and HeLa tumor cell adhe
sion via cell surface integrin receptors and MMP-3 cleaved
OPN can increase mouse peritoneal macrophage cell migra
tion. The thrombin coagulation factor also cleaves OPN at

residue 168, resulting in tWo fragments of similar molecular
35

Weight (~28-30kD) that can be detected in the serum and

enlerol., 7:777-8, 2001). Identifying the main ‘players’ and

plasma of patients With cancer (Senger et al., Cancer Res.,

hoW they contribute to the tumor cell metastatic cascade, for
example at the early stages of cellular invasion, can present

48:5770-4, 1988). Thrombin-cleaved OPN can mediate
increased tumor and macrophage cell adhesion and migration

opportunities for lessening the severity of HCC through neW

therapeutic interventions.

via exposure of the amino-terminal reactive RGD sequence
40

and binding to cell surface integrins, namely the vitronectin

Osteopontin (OPN, SPP1) is a secreted multi-functional

receptor otV[33, although interactions With otVBl, otV[35,

glycoprotein expressed at high levels in tumors and the sur
rounding stroma of numerous cancers, including those of the

(x461, and 0961 have been described (Sodek et al., Cril. Rev.
Oral Biol. Med., 11:279-303, 2000; Wai and Kuo, J. Surg.

liver, and is alternatively spliced into at least 3 isoforms

(OPN-a, OPN-b, OPN-c) (Butler, Ann. NI’. Acad. Sci, 760:
6-11, 1995; Coppola et al., Clin. Cancer Res., 10:184-90,
2004). Increased serum and plasma OPN levels (~4-10 fold)
are associated With advanced stage lung, hepatic, breast,
colon, and prostate carcinomas (Oates et al., Invasion

45

Metastasis, 17: 1-15, 1997; Fedarko et al., Clin. Cancer Res.,
7:4060-6, 2001; Singhal et al., Clin. Cancer Res., 3:605-11,

50

1997.). OPN expression can predict high grade, late stage and
early recurrence HCC (Pan et al., Cancer, 98:119-27, 2003)
and is highly correlated With tumor recurrence and decreased

patient survival folloWing orthotopic liver transplantation
(Wang, Hepalology, 42 (4), Suppl. 1:391A, 2005). Prominent

55

Res., 121 :228-41, 2004; Weber, Biochim. Biophys. Acla,
1552:61-85, 2001). Conversely, the COOH-terminal throm
bin-cleaved fragment has been proposed to induce macroph
age migration primarily through CD44 receptors (Weber et
al., J. Leukoc. Biol., 72:752-61, 2002).
SUMMARY

Methods of treating a tumor that overexpresses osteopontin
(OPN), such as a tumor that overexpresses OPN (for example
OPN-c) and MMP-9, as Well as diagnosing and prognosing
such tumors, are provided. Examples of such tumors include
but are not limited to cancers of the liver, breast, colon, and

OPN levels have been detected in metastatic HCC tumor cells

prostate. The disclosed treatment, diagnostic, and prognostic

at the leading edge of pseudopodia and ?lopodia (Suzuki et
al., J. Bone Miner Res., 17:1486-97, 2002) and in macroph

methods can be used in combination or individually.
The inventors have determined that MMP-9 mediates OPN

ages at the tumor-stroma interface (Senger et al., Ann. NI’.

60

Acad. Sci., 760: 83-100, 1995). A correlation betWeen OPN
mRNA expression and primary HCC tumor metastasis has

been shoWn (Ye et al., Nat. Med., 9: 416-423, 2003). Cyto
plasmic OPN Was detected in vasculariZed regions of primary
HCC tumors but not in normal liver. In addition, a neutraliZ

ing antibody to OPN decreased pulmonary secondary lesions
in nude mice and inhibited tumor cell invasion.

65

proteolytic cleavage into several fragments including OPN
5kD (such as SEQ ID NO: 4), Which is a ligand for CD44
receptor. The interaction of OPN-5kD and the CD44 receptor
increases HCC tumor cell invasion. The inventors have iden
ti?ed several fragments of OPN-5kD that signi?cantly reduce
HCC tumor cell invasion, Which may be achieved by disrupt
ing the interaction betWeen OPN-5kD and CD44 receptor.
Based on this observation, neW methods of treating such

US 8,568,977 B2
3

4

tumors are disclosed, for example by using short invasive
blocking peptides targeted to the effects of OPN-5kD. The

vided. In some examples, such methods are performed prior
to the treatment methods described herein. HoWever, such
methods can also be used independently of the disclosed
treatment methods. In particular examples, the method

inventors have also identi?ed monoclonal antibodies that
bind to OPN-5kD Which can be used to signi?cantly reduce

HCC tumor cell invasion by disrupting the interaction

includes determining if the OPN-5kD fragment is present in
the subject, for example by detecting OPN-5kD in the sub

betWeen OPN-5kD and the CD44 receptor. Therefore, neW

methods of treating such tumors are disclosed, for example by

ject’s serum. For example, a sample from the subject that
includes peptides (such as serum) is contacted With an agent
that speci?cally binds to OPN-5kD (such as an antibody that
speci?cally binds to an epitope of OPN-5kD), then it is deter
mined Whether the agent speci?cally bound to proteins in the
sample. If speci?c binding of the agent to OPN-5kD in the
sample is detected, this indicates that the subject has a tumor
(such as HCC), has a poor prognosis (for example because

administering therapeutically effective amounts of one or
more peptides or antibodies that reduce or inhibit the effects
of OPN-5kD.
Methods of treating a tumor in a subject are provided, such
as a tumor that overexpresses OPN, MMP-9, or both. A par

ticular example of such a tumor is HCC. In one example, the

method includes administering to the subject a therapeuti
cally effective amount of an agent that decreases cellular
invasion of a tumor cell affected by the interaction of OPN
5kD and the CD44 receptor, such as a peptide fragment of
OPN-5kD, or an antibody that binds to OPN-5kD, thereby

this indicates that the tumor has metastasiZed), or both. Such
a method provides a non-invasive means for diagnosis and
prognosis of a tumor, such as metastatic HCC. In another

example, the method includes contacting a sample from the

treating the tumor. A particular example of OPN-5kD
sequence is provided in SEQ ID NO: 4. HoWever, one skilled
in the art Will appreciate that variants of this sequence (such as
polymorphisms) can retain OPN-5kD activity (such as the
ability to bind to CD44 receptor With high af?nity). For
example, a variant OPN-5kD sequence may include at least
one amino acid deletion, substitution, addition, or combina
tions thereof, such as 1-5 conservative amino acid substitu

20

sample) With an agent that permits detection of OPN-c
nucleic acid molecules (such as cDNA or mRNA), then deter
mining a relative amount of OPN-c nucleic acid molecules in

the sample. For example, if increased OPN-c mRNA expres
25

tions, While retaining the ability to stimulate cellular invasion
upon interaction With the CD44 receptor.
Exemplary therapeutic peptides can include at least one
peptide sequence, or a plurality of peptide sequences,
Wherein each peptide fragment of OPN-5kD includes at least
5 contiguous amino acids of OPN-5kD and in some examples

30

35

alternative to OPN-c nucleic acid molecule expression.
Also provided are antibodies that speci?cally bind OPN
5kD, such as an antibody that binds to an epitope sequence
Within SEQ ID NO: 4, or a fragment thereof such as any of
SEQ ID NOS: 5-8. A speci?c epitope is amino acids 30-36 of
SEQ ID NO: 4. Such antibodies are useful for detection and
treatment of tumors and can be part of a kit. Diagnostic kits

or 8. Exemplary therapeutic antibodies can include a single

monoclonal antibody or an equivalent speci?c binding agent
the that binds to one epitope (e.g., amino acids 30-36 of SEQ
ID NO: 4) or multiple antibodies that bind to more than one

epitope in OPN-5kD. If desired, therapeutically effective

sion is detected in non-cancerous tissue adjacent to the tumor
or in the tumor itself (or both), this indicates that the subject’ s
tumor has increased metastatic potential. Similar methods
can be used to measure OPN-c protein expression, as an

is no more than 50 amino acids. For example, the peptide can
be a composition that includes one or more peptides consist

ing of the amino acid sequence shoWn in SEQ ID NO: 5, 6, 7,

subject that includes nucleic acid molecules (such as a tumor

40

can include other agents to permit detection of the antibody,
such as a labeled secondary antibody. A speci?c example of
such antibodies is the OPN-5kD monoclonal antibody
5kdl 06-13D. Thus, the 5kdl06-l3D antibody, chimeric form

amounts of one or more additional therapeutic agents, such as

or humaniZed form thereof or functional fragment thereof can

an anti-neoplastic chemotherapeutic agent, can be adminis

be used to detect OPN-5kD and OPN-expressing tumors, as
Well as treat such tumors. Chimeric forms of 5kdl06-l3D,

tered to the subject. In particular examples, treatment
includes reducing cellular invasion by a tumor, such as reduc
ing or preventing metastasis of a tumor. In some examples,

humaniZed forms of 5kdl06-l3D, and functional fragments
45

of 5kdl06-l3D, are also disclosed. The 5kdl06-l3D anti

treating the tumor prolongs survival time of the subject (for

body, chimeric form, humaniZed form or functional fragment

example by at least 2 months, at least 6 months, or even at

of these antibodies can be conjugated to an effector molecule,

least 12 months).
Also provided by the present disclosure are therapeutic

Kits that contain the monoclonal antibody 5kdl06-l3D, a

such as a detectable marker, a therapeutic agent, or a toxin.

compositions that can be used to treat a tumor, such as a tumor 50 chimeric form, or a humaniZed form thereof or functional

that overexpresses OPN (such as overexpresses OPN and

fragments thereof are also disclosed. Nucleic acid molecules

MMP-9), for example HCC. Such compositions can be used
in the therapeutic methods provided herein. In one example,

encoding the monoclonal antibody 5kdl06-l3D, a chimeric

the composition includes one or more peptide fragments of
one or more peptides consisting of the amino acid sequence of

thereof are also disclosed. A hybridoma that produces
5kdl06-l3D is also provided.
The foregoing and other objects and features of the disclo

SEQ ID NO: 5, 6, 7, or 8. In another example the therapeutic
compositions include antibodies that speci?cally bind to

description, Which proceeds With reference to the accompa

OPN-5kD. In a speci?c example, the composition includes

form or humaniZed form thereof or functional fragments
55

sure Will become more apparent from the folloWing detailed

nying ?gures.

OPN-5kD. The disclosed compositions can include one or

more pharmaceutically acceptable carriers, as Well as addi

60

tional therapeutic agents (such as other anti-neoplastic

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

agents). Such therapeutic compositions can also be part of a
FIG. 1A are tWo plots shoWing that mRNA expression of
OPN (left) and MMP-9 (right) correlate With HCC tumor

kit, such as a kit that includes one more other anti-neoplastic

agents (such as IL-2, IL-l2, GM-CSF, a chemotherapeutic
agent, or combinations thereof).
Methods of diagnosing and prognosing a tumor (such as a
tumor that overexpresses OPN, MMP-9, or both) are pro

65

metastasis. NM:non-metastatic (n:l l), MImetastatic
(n:l 4), MMImetastatic intra-hepatic lesion (n:l 0). All data
Were normaliZed to mRNA levels detected in the normal

US 8,568,977 B2
5

6

tissue immediately adjacent to the tumor samples (T/N). Sta

FIGS. 7A and B are bar graphs shoWing that some 10-mer
peptides can inhibit OPN-5kD induced HCC cellular inva
sion. Data Were normalized to uncoated membrane chamber

tistical analysis Was performed using Mann Whitney non

parametric t-tests (0t:0.05).
FIG. 1B is a graph showing OPN and MMP-9 expression
level correlation as determined using linear regression analy
sis after plotting values Within each patient case.

values and adjusted by media control values (:1). (A) Un
paired student’s t-tests Were used to compare mean and stan

dard deviation values of OPN-5kD peptide versus each of the

FIG. 2A is a digital image of a Western blot shoWing a

10-mer peptides (0t:0.05). (B) Signi?cance of the small pep

time-dependent MMP-9-cleavage of recombinant human

tide inhibition of the OPN-5kD peptide increased cellular
invasion Was tested using un-paired student’s t-tests

OPN (~65kD) (lanes 2-6). MMP inhibitors Were added to
separate reactions and analyzed after a 1-hour digestion at 370

(0t:0.05). * denotes signi?cance (A) p<0.037 and (B)

C.: EDTA (10 mM), MMP-9 inhibitorI (2 HM) and TIMP-l

p<0.002.

(0.1 uM) (lanes 8, 10, 11 respectively). Undigested OPN (lane
1), OPN exposed to thrombin cleavage (0.05 U) (lane 7) and

FIGS. 8A and 8B are plots shoWing the OPN splice variants

TIMP-l alone (lane 9) Were included as controls.
FIG. 2B is a graph shoWing the kinetics of the MMP-9

expressed in (A) tumor or (B) non-cancerous tissue. Data are

speci?c OPN cleavage quanti?ed by densitometric analysis

systems, CA) and relative to a normal liver tissue reference

shoWn folloWing normalization to 18S rRNA (Applied Bio

of the three bands marked by arroWs in FIG. 2A and presented

pool (n:8).

as a fraction of starting values at Time:0.

FIG. 9 is a digital image of a Western blot shoWing detec
tion of OPN-5kD With the monoclonal antibody 5kd106

FIG. 3A is a schematic draWing shoWing the expression
vectors generated to determine the activity level of OPN

20

13D.

fragments.
SEQUENCE LISTING

FIG. 3B is a digital image of a Western blot shoWing
expression of the four constructs in FIG. 3A in HEK 293 cells.
FIG. 4A is a digital image of a Western blot (left) and a bar

graph shoWing densitometric analysis of OPN-5kD expres
sion in FIG. 4A (right), demonstrating that endogenous OPN
protein levels correlate With HCC cell line metastatic poten
tial. Data Were adjusted relative to Hep3B levels (:1) folloW
ing normalization to beta-actin levels.
FIG. 4B is a digital image of a protein gel shoWing gelati
nase activity relative to pro-MMP-9, active MMP-9, and
active MMP-2 standards.
FIG. 4C is a bar graph shoWing the percent cell invasion for

The nucleic and amino acid sequences listed in the accom
25

abbreviations for nucleotide bases, and one letter code for
amino acids. Only one strand of each nucleic acid sequence is
shoWn, but the complementary strand is understood as

included by any reference to the displayed strand.
30

35

SEQ ID NO: 8 is a fragment of OPN-5kD.
40

un-cleaved OPN adhesion (0t:0.05).
FIG. 5B is a bar graph shoWing adhesion of HCC cells in
response to four OPN constructs. Student un-paired t-tests
Were used to compare media versus OPN adhesion at each

time point (0t:0.05).

SEQ ID NO: 9 is the protein encoded by SEQ ID NO: 3.
SEQ ID NO: 10 is a unique reporter sequence for OPN-a.
SEQ ID NO: 11 is a unique reporter sequence for OPN-c.
SEQ ID NOS: 12-15 shoW exemplary light chain frame
Works of human MAb LEN.

45

FIG. 5C is a graph shoWing the effect of different length

SEQ ID NOS: 16-19 shoW exemplary heavy chain frame
Works ofhuman MAb 21/28 CL.

OPN molecules on migration of SMMC-7721. Data are pre
sented relative to vector-transfected cell controls at each of

the time points. * denotes signi?cance p<0.017.
FIG. 6A is a bar graph shoWing that the OPN-5kD fragment

SEQ ID NO: 3 is a cDNA sequence for a human osteopon
tin-c.
SEQ ID NO: 4 is an amino acid sequence of OPN-5kD.

SEQ ID NO: 5 is the p3 fragment of OPN-5kD.
SEQ ID NO: 6 is the p6 fragment of OPN-5kD.
SEQ ID NO: 7 is the p7 fragment of OPN-5kD.

FIG. 5A is a bar graph shoWing that MMP-9-cleaved OPN
increased HCC cell adhesion relative to uncleaved OPN. Stu
dent un-paired t-tests Were used to compare cleaved versus

SEQ ID NO: 1 is a cDNA sequence for a human osteopon
tin-a.

SEQ ID NO: 2 is the protein encoded by SEQ ID NO: 1.

three HCC cell lines. Data are presented as the mean percent

cell invasion and standard deviation folloWing normalization
to ?uorescence readings corresponding to cells migrating
through uncoated control membranes.

panying sequence listing are shoWn using standard letter

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF SEVERAL
EMBODIMENTS
50

induced reproducible increases in cellular invasion. Data are
presented as the mean percent cell invasion and standard

Abbreviations and Terms

deviation folloWing normalization to ?uorescence readings
corresponding to cells migrating through uncoated control

The folloWing explanations of terms and methods are pro
vided to better describe the present disclosure and to guide
those of ordinary skill in the art in the practice of the present
disclosure. The singular forms “a,” “an,” and “the” refer to

membranes. Un-paired student’ s t-tests Were used to compare

55

mean and standard deviation values (0t:0.05).
FIG. 6B is a bar graph shoWing the effect of the presence of

one or more than one, unless the context clearly dictates

blocking antibodies to the integrin otV[33 and CD44 receptors

otherWise. For example, the term “comprising a peptide”

includes single orplural peptides and is considered equivalent

on the invasion of HCC cells transiently expressing OPN
full-length or OPN-5kD. Un-paired student’s t-tests Were
used to compare mean and standard deviation values

60

to the phrase “comprising at least one peptide.” The term “or”

(0t:0.05).

refers to a single element of stated alternative elements or a
combination of tWo or more elements, unless the context

FIG. 6C is a bar graph shoWing the effect of varying con
centrations of the OPN-5kD peptide on the invasion of HCC

means “includes.” Thus, “comprisingA or B,” means “includ

cells. Un-paired student’s t-tests Were used to compare mean
and standard deviation values of media versus treated cells

(0t:0.05).

clearly indicates otherWise. As used herein, “comprises”
65

ing A, B, orA and B,” Without excluding additional elements.
All Genbank Accession numbers are incorporated by refer
ence (the sequence available on Dec. 15, 2008).
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Unless explained otherwise, all technical and scienti?c

The CDRs are primarily responsible for binding to an
epitope of an antigen. The CDRs of each chain are typically
referred to as CDR1, CDR2, and CDR3, numbered sequen

terms used herein have the same meaning as commonly
understood to one of ordinary skill in the art to Which this

disclosure belongs.

tially starting from the N-terrninus, and are also typically
identi?ed by the chain in Which the particular CDR is located.

HCC: hepatocellular carcinoma
IL-2: interleukin-2

Thus, a VH CDR3 is located in the variable domain of the

MMP-9: matrix metalloproteinase-9
OPN: osteopontin

heavy chain of the antibody in Which it is found, Whereas aVL
CDR1 is the CDR1 from the variable domain of the light
chain of the antibody in Which it is found. An antibody that
binds an antigen of interest has a speci?c VHregion and theVL
region sequence, and thus speci?c CDR sequences. Antibod
ies With different speci?cities (due to different combining
sites for different antigens) have different CDRs. Although it
is the CDRs that vary from antibody to antibody, only a

Administration: To provide or give a subject an agent, such
as a composition that includes a peptide fragment of OPN
5kD, such as one or more of SEQ ID NOS: 5-8, or OPN-5kD

speci?c antibodies, by any effective route. Exemplary routes
of administration include, but are not limited to, oral, injec

tion (such as subcutaneous, intramuscular, intraderrnal, intra

peritoneal, and intravenous), sublingual, rectal, transderrnal
(e.g., topical), intranasal, vaginal and inhalation routes.

limited number of amino acid positions Within the CDRs are

Antibody: A polypeptide ligand comprising at least a light
chain or heavy chain immunoglobulin variable region Which
speci?cally recognizes and binds an epitope of an antigen.
For example, OPN-5kD speci?c antibodies include those that

the CDRs are called speci?city determining residues (SDRs).

directly involved in antigen binding. These positions Within
References to “VH” or “VH” refer to the variable region of

an immunoglobulin heavy chain, including that of an Fv,
20

variable heavy (VH) region and the variable light (VL) region.

that of an Fv, scFv, dsFv or Fab.

25

Together, the VH region and the VL region are responsible for

A “monoclonal antibody” is an antibody produced by a
single clone of B-lymphocytes or by a cell into Which the light
and heavy chain genes of a single antibody have been trans
fected, or a progeny thereof. Monoclonal antibodies are pro

binding the antigen recognized by the antibody. Includes
polyclonal antibodies, monoclonal antibodies, and fragments
thereof.
This includes intact immunoglobulins and the variants and
portions of them Well knoWn in the art, such as Fab' frag

scFv, dsFv or Fab. References to “VL” or “VL” refer to the

variable region of an immunoglobulin light chain, including

speci?cally bind to the OPN-5kD fragment antigen or an
epitope thereof (e.g., EELNGAY, amino acids 30 to 36 of
SEQ ID NO: 4). Antibodies are composed of a heavy and a
light chain, each of Which has a variable region, termed the

duced by methods knoWn to those of skill in the art, for

instance by making hybrid antibody-forming cells from a
fusion of myeloma cells With immune spleen cells. Mono
30

clonal antibodies include humanized monoclonal antibodies.
In some examples a monoclonal antibody is the monoclonal

ments, F(ab)'2 fragments, single chain Fv proteins (“scFv”),

antibody 5kd106-13D, Which is speci?c for the epitope EEL

and disul?de stabilized Fv proteins (“dsFv”). A scFv protein

NGAY (amino acids 30 to 36 of SEQ ID NO: 4).

is a fusion protein in Which a light chain variable region of an
immunoglobulin and a heavy chain variable region of an
immunoglobulin are bound by a linker, While in dsFvs, the

35

chains have been mutated to introduce a disul?de bond to

OPN-5kD fragment. Most typically, chimeric antibodies
include human and murine antibody domains, generally

stabilize the association of the chains. The term also includes

genetically engineered forms such as chimeric antibodies (for

example, humanized murine antibodies), heteroconjugate

A “chimeric antibody” has frameWork residues from one
species, such as human, and CDRs or SDRs (Which generally
confer antigen binding) from another species, such as a
murine antibody that speci?cally binds an epitope of the

40

human constant regions and murine variable regions, murine

antibodies (such as, bispeci?c antibodies). See also, Pierce
Catalog and Handbook, 1994-1995 (Pierce Chemical Co.,

CDRs and/or murine SDRs. In some examples a chimeric
antibody includes the SDRs or CDRs from the monoclonal

Rockford, Ill.); Kuby, 1., Immunology, 3rd Ed., W.H. Freeman

antibody 5kd106-13D. In one example, a chimeric antibody
is a hybrid protein composed of the variable or antigen

& Co., NeW York, 1997.

Typically, a naturally occurring immunoglobulin has
heavy (H) chains and light (L) chains interconnected by dis

45

that recognizes an epitope of OPN-5kD), although other

ul?de bonds. There are tWo types of light chain, lambda (7»)
and kappa (k). There are ?ve main heavy chain classes (or
isotypes) Which determine the functional activity of an anti

body molecule: IgM, IgD, IgG, IgA and IgE.

mammalian species can be used, or the variable region can be

produced by molecular techniques. Methods of making chi
50

Each heavy and light chain contains a constant region and
a variable region, (the regions are also knoWn as “domains”).

In combination, the heavy and the light chain variable regions
speci?cally bind the antigen. Light and heavy chain variable
regions contain a “framework” region interrupted by three

A “humanized antibody” is an immunoglobulin including
non-human or SDRs (for example a mouse, rat, or synthetic)
55

immunoglobulin. The non-human immunoglobulin provid
ing the CDRs is termed a “donor,” and the human immuno
globulin providing the frameWork is termed an “acceptor.”An
exemplary donor is CDRs from monoclonal antibody

mining regions” or “CDRs”. The extent of the frameWork

region and CDRs have been de?ned (see, Kabat et al.,

Sequences of Proteins of Immunological Interest, US.

5kd106-13D. In one embodiment, all the CDRs are from the
60

hereby incorporated by reference). The Kabat database is
noW maintained online. The sequences of the frameWork

regions of different light or heavy chains are relatively con
served Within a species. The frameWork region of an antibody,
that is the combined frameWork regions of the constituent

meric antibodies are Well knoWn in the art, for example, see
US. Pat. No. 5,807,715.
a human frameWork region and one or more CDRs from a

hypervariable regions, also called “complementarity-deter

Department of Health and Human Services, 1991, Which is

binding domain from a mouse antibody and the constant or
effector domain from a human antibody (such as an antibody

donor immunoglobulin in a humanized immunoglobulin.
Constant regions need not be present, but if they are, they are
substantially identical to human immunoglobulin constant
regions, such as at least about 85-90%, such as about 95% or

more identical. Hence, all parts of a humanized immunoglo

light and heavy chains, serves to position and align the CDRs

bulin, except possibly the CDRs, are substantially identical to
corresponding parts of natural human immunoglobulin

in three-dimensional space.

sequences. The acceptor frameWork of a humanized immu

65
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noglobulin or antibody can have a limited number of substi

Zeins oflmmunological Interest, 5th Edition, US. Department

tutions by amino acids taken from the donor framework.

of Health and Human Services, Public Health Service,
National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Md. (NIH Publica
tion No. 91-3242). CDRs contain the speci?city determining
regions (SDRs) of the antibody. In some examples a CDR is

HumaniZed or other monoclonal antibodies can have addi

tional amino acid substitutions Which have substantially no
effect on antigen binding or other immunoglobulin functions.
Exemplary conservative substitutions are described above

a CDR from the monoclonal antibody 5kd106-13D.

(see also US. Pat. No. 5,585,089). HumaniZed immunoglo

Conservative substitution: One or more amino acid substi

tutions for amino acid residues having similar biochemical
properties. Typically, conservative substitutions have little to
no impact on the activity of a resulting polypeptide. For
example, a conservative substitution in an OPN-5kD frag

bulins can be constructed by means of genetic engineering,
for example, see US. Pat. Nos. 5,225,539 and 5,585,089.

Binding af?nity: Af?nity of an antibody for an antigen,
such as the af?nity of an antibody (e. g., monoclonal antibody
5kd106-13D) for an OPN-5kD peptide fragment or epitope
thereof. In one example, af?nity is calculated by a modi?ca
tion of the Scatchard method described by Frankel et al., Mol.

ment (such as one or more conservative substitutions in any of

SEQ ID NOS: 5-8) ideally does not substantially affect the
ability of the peptide to reduce invasion of an HCC cell.

ImmunoL, 16:101-106, 1979. In another example, binding
af?nity is measured by an antigen/ antibody dissociation rate.
In yet another example, a high binding a?inity is measured by
a competition radioimmunoassay. In several examples, a high
binding af?nity is at least about 1><10_8 M. In other examples,
a highbinding af?nity is at least about 1 .5><10_8, at least about
2.0><10_8, at least about 2.5><10_8, at least about 3.0><10_8, at
least about 3.5><10_8, at least about 4.0><10_8, at least about

Methods that can be used to determine the amount of invasion

20

such an interaction to stimulate cellular invasion. The inter
action betWeen an OPN-5kD variant containing one or more
conservative amino acid substitutions and CD44 can be mea

4.5><10_8, or at least about 5.0><10_8 M.

sured using methods knoWn in the art, such as incubating a

In a particular example, a functional variant of an OPN

5kD peptide retains a similar binding a?inity for an antibody

25

labeled OPN-5kD antibody With CD44 receptor-expressing

30

cells in the presence of OPN-5kD, Wherein the presence of
detectable label indicates the presence of bound OPN-5kD to
the cells.
For example, an alanine scan can be used to identify Which
amino acid residues in SEQ ID NOS: 4-8 can tolerate an

than the binding af?nity of the native OPN-5kD peptide (such
as SEQ ID NO: 4) for the same antibody.

Cancer: Malignant neoplasm that has undergone charac
teristic anaplasia With loss of differentiation, increased rate of

groWth, invasion of surrounding tissue, and is capable of
metastasis.

amino acid substitution. In one example, one or more conser

CD44 receptors: A family of cell-surface adhesion mol
ecules found on both normal and malignant cell types that can
mediate cell-matrix and cell-cell interactions. CD44 recep
tors have been associated With increased in?ammation and
metastasis. Based on the results shoWn herein, it is proposed
that OPN-5kD is a ligand for CD44 receptors, and this inter

are disclosed herein (for example, see Examples 4-8). In
another particular example, a conservative substitution in
OPN-5kD (such as SEQ ID NO: 4) ideally does not signi?
cantly decrease the ability of OPN-5kD to speci?cally bind to
CD44, and in some examples may not affect the ability of

vative substitutions in SEQ ID NOS: 5-8 ideally do not

35

decrease the observed reduction of invasion by more than
25%, for example not more than 20%, for example not more
than 10%, When an alanine, or other conservative amino acid
(such as those listed beloW), is substituted for one or more
native amino acids. In one example, one or more conservative

action enhances cellular invasion, for example of HCC cells.
administration of one or a combination of compounds to kill 40

substitutions in SEQ ID NO: 4 ideally does not reduce the
observed interaction of SEQ ID NO: 4 With CD44 receptor by
more than 25%, for example not more than 20%, for example

or sloW the reproduction of rapidly multiplying cells. Che

not more than 10%, When an alanine, or other conservative

motherapeutic agents include anti-neoplastics knoWn by

amino acid (such as those listed beloW), is substituted for one

those skilled in the art, including, but not limited to: 5-?uo

or more native amino acids.

Chemotherapeutic agent: In cancer treatment, refers to the

rouracil (5-FU), aZathioprine, cyclophosphamide, antime
tabolites (such as Fludarabine), antineoplastics (such as Eto

45

poside, Doxorubicin, methotrexate, and Vincristine),
carboplatin, cis-platinum and the taxanes, such as taxol,
monoclonal antibodies such as Avastin or Herceptin, and

groWth pathWay inhibitors such as Gleevac. In particular
examples, such chemotherapeutic agents are administered in
combination With a therapy that reduces cellular invasion (for
example before, during or after administration of a therapeu

50

nucleotide sequence that encodes that polypeptide using, for
example, standard procedures such as site-directed mutagen

at least 5 contiguous amino acids of SEQ ID NO: 4, such as
55

Complementarity Determining Region (CDR): Amino
acid sequences Which together de?ne the binding af?nity and
speci?city of the natural Fv region of a native Ig binding site.
The light and heavy chains of an immunoglobulin each have
three CDRs, designated L-CDR1, L-CDR2, L-CDR3 and

(H-CDR2), 95 and 102 (H-CDR3), using the numbering con
vention delineated by Kabat et al., (1991) Sequences ofPro

esis or PCR. Alternatively, a peptide can be produced to
contain one or more conservative substitutions by using stan

dard peptide synthesis methods.
Substitutional variants are those in Which at least one resi

due in the amino acid sequence has been removed and a

different residue inserted in its place. Examples of amino
60

H-CDR1, H-CDR2, H-CDR3, respectively. By de?nition, the
CDRs of the light chain are bounded by the residues at posi
tions 24 and 34 (L-CDRl), 50 and 56 (L-CDR2), 89 and 97
(L-CDR3); the CDRs of the heavy chain are bounded by the
residues at positions 31 and 35b (H-CDR1), 50 and 65

of SEQ ID NOS: 4-8). A peptide can be produced to contain
one or more conservative substitutions by manipulating the

tic amount of one or more fragments of OPN-5kD that include

SEQ ID NOS: 5-8, or OPN-5kD speci?c antibodies).

In one example, one conservative substitution is included
in the peptide, such as a single conservative amino acid sub
stitution in any of SEQ ID NOS: 4-8. In another example, tWo
conservative substitutions are included in the peptide (such as
any of SEQ ID NOS: 4-8). In a further example, three con
servative substitutions are included in the peptide (such as any

acids Which may be substituted for an original amino acid in
a protein and Which are regarded as conservative substitutions
include: Ser for Ala; Lys for Arg; Gln or His for Asn; Glu for

Asp; Ser for Cys; Asn for Gln; Asp for Glu; Pro for Gly; Asn
65

or Gln for His; Leu orVal for Ile; Ile orVal for Leu; Arg or Gln
for Lys; Leu or Ile for Met; Met, Leu or Tyr for Phe; Thr for
Ser; Ser for Thr; Tyr for Trp; Trp or Phe for Tyr; and Ile or Leu
for Val.
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of determining spatial conformation of epitopes include, for
example, x-ray crystallography and 2-dimensional nuclear
magnetic resonance. See, for example, “Epitope Mapping

Further information about conservative substitutions can

be found in, among other locations, Ben-Bassat et al., (J.

Bacteriol. 169:751-7, 1987), O’Regan et al., (Gene 77:237
51, 1989), Sahin-Toth et al., (Protein Sci. 3:240-7, 1994),

Protocols” in Methods in Molecular Biology, Vol. 66, Glenn

Hochuli et al., (Bio/Technology 6: 1321-5, 1988) and in stan
dard textbooks of genetics and molecular biology.
Decrease: To reduce the quality, amount, or strength of

E. Morris, Ed (1996).
Framework Region: Amino acid sequences interposed
betWeen CDRs, and includes variable light and variable
heavy frameWork regions. The frameWork regions serve to

something.

hold the CDRs of an antibody or fragment thereof in an

In one example, a therapy decreases a tumor (such as the
siZe or volume of a tumor, the number of tumors, the metasta

appropriate orientation for antigen binding.
Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC): A malignant collection

sis of a tumor, or combinations thereof), or one or more

of abnormal and uncontrollably groWing cells that derive
from hepatocytes, the epithelial cells of the liver. Risk factors

symptoms associated With a tumor, for example as compared
to the response in the absence of the therapy. In a particular
example, a therapy decreases the siZe or volume of a tumor,

for development of liver cancer include chronic infection With
the hepatitis B or C virus and cirrhosis (scarring of the liver).

the number of tumors, the metastasis of a tumor, or combina

tions thereof, subsequent to the therapy, such as a decrease of

HCC can be a primary tumor, an HCC tumor that has metas
tasiZed to another part of the body, or can result from a

at least 10%, at least 20%, at least 50%, or even at least 90%.

Such decreases can be measured using the methods disclosed
herein.
Deletion: The removal of one or more nucleotides from a 20
nucleic acid molecule or the removal of one or more amino

metastasis to the liver from another part of the body (such as
from colon, stomach, skin or ovarian cancer).
Immunoconjugate: A covalent linkage of an effector mol
ecule to an antibody, such as 5kd106-13D antibody. The

acids from a protein, the regions on either side being joined

effector molecule can be a detectable label or a therapeutic

together.

molecule.
A “chimeric molecule” is a targeting moiety, such as a
ligand or an antibody, conjugated (coupled) to an effector
molecule. The term “conjugated” or “linked” refers to mak

Effector molecule: The portion of a chimeric molecule, for
example a chimeric molecule that includes an antibody (e.g.,
5kd106-13D) or fragment thereof, that is intended to have a

25

desired effect on a cell to Which the chimeric molecule is
targeted. Effector molecules are also knoWn as effector moi

ing tWo polypeptides into one contiguous polypeptide mol

eties (EM), therapeutic agents, or diagnostic agents, or simi

molecule (EM). In another embodiment, an antibody joined

lar terms.

ecule. In one embodiment, an antibody is joined to an effector
30

Therapeutic agents include such compounds as nucleic

body. The linkage can be either by chemical or recombinant

acids, toxins, proteins, peptides, amino acids or derivatives,
glycoproteins, radioisotopes, lipids, carbohydrates, or
recombinant viruses. Nucleic acid therapeutic and diagnostic
moieties include antisense nucleic acids, derivatiZed oligo
nucleotides for covalent cross-linking With single or duplex

35

DNA, and triplex forming oligonucleotides. Alternatively, the
molecule linked to a targeting moiety, such as an antibody,
may be an encapsulation system, such as a liposome or
micelle that contains a therapeutic composition such as a
drug, a nucleic acid (such as an antisense nucleic acid), or

40

to conditions Which alloW an antibody raised against a par

somes attached to antibodies are Well knoWn to those of skill
45

50

magnetic resonance imaging agents and enZymes.
Epitope: An antigenic determinant. An epitope is the par

cally reactive conditions are dependent upon the format of the
antibody binding reaction and typically are those utiliZed in
immunoassay protocols or those conditions encountered in
vivo. See HarloW & Lane (Antibodies: A Laboratory Manual.
1988) for a description of immunoassay formats and condi

tions. The immunologically reactive conditions employed in
55

particular antigenic epitope, for example on an OPN-5Kd
peptide fragment or portion thereof (e. g., EELNGAY, amino
acids 30to 36 ofSEQ ID NO: 4). Epitopes canbe formed both
from contiguous amino acids or noncontiguous amino acids

juxtaposed by tertiary folding of a protein. Epitopes formed

ticular epitope (e. g., EELNGAY, amino acids 30 to 36 of SEQ
ID NO: 4) to bind to that epitope (or cell expressing the
epitope) to a detectably greater degree than, and/or to the
substantial exclusion of, binding to substantially all other

epitopes (or cells not expressing the epitope). Immunologi

labels. Detectable labels useful for such purposes are also
Well knoWn in the art, and include radioactive isotopes such as

ticular structure formed by chemical groups or peptide
sequences in a molecule that is antigenic, meaning that elicits
a speci?c immune response. An antibody speci?cally binds a

functionalities, such as an antibody and an effector molecule,
they are also sometimes referred to as “chimeric molecules.”

Immunologically reactive conditions: Includes reference

another therapeutic moiety that can be shielded from direct

32F, 125I, and 131I, ?uorophores, chemiluminescent agents,

means. In one embodiment, the linkage is chemical, Wherein
a reaction betWeen the antibody moiety and the effector mol
ecule has produced a covalent bond formed betWeen the tWo
molecules to form one molecule. A peptide linker (short pep
tide sequence) can optionally be included betWeen the anti

body and the effector molecule. Because immunoconjugates
Were originally prepared from tWo molecules With separate

exposure to the circulatory system. Means of preparing lipo
in the art. See, for example, U.S. Pat. No. 4,957,735; and
Connor et al., Pharm. Then 28:341-365, 1985. Diagnostic
agents or moieties include radioisotopes and other detectable

to an effector molecule is further joined to a lipid or other
molecule to a protein or peptide to increase its half-life in the

the methods are “physiological conditions” Which include

reference to conditions (such as temperature, osmolarity, pH)
that are typical inside a living mammal or a mammalian cell.
While it is recognized that some organs are subject to extreme
60

conditions, the intra-organismal and intracellular environ
ment normally lies around pH 7 (e.g., from pH 6.0 to pH 8.0,

from contiguous amino acids are typically retained on expo
sure to denaturing solvents Whereas epitopes formed by ter

more typically pH 6.5 to 7.5), contains Water as the predomi
nant solvent, and exists at a temperature above 00 C. and

tiary folding are typically lost on treatment With denaturing
solvents. An epitope typically includes at least 3, and more
usually, at least 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 or 10 amino acids in a unique
spatial conformation, such as this number of contiguous
amino acids from OPN-5Kd (e.g., SEQ ID NO: 4). Methods

below 500 C. Osmolarity is Within the range that is supportive

of cell viability and proliferation.
65

Isolated: An “isolated” biological component (such as a

nucleic acid molecule, protein, antibody, or cell) has been
substantially separated or puri?ed aWay from other compo

US 8,568,977 B2
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nents, such as other components in the cell of the organism, or
the organism itself, in Which the component occurs, such as
other chromosomal and extra-chromo somal DNA and RNA,

Accession Nos. CAC07541.1; NPi038627.1; P14780.2; and
NMi004994.2). Human MMP-9 protein is Mr 92,000

proteins and cells. Nucleic acid molecules and proteins that

of an additional 24 amino acids.

have been “isolated” include nucleic acid molecules (such as

Neoplasm: Abnormal groWth of cells.
Normal cells: Non-tumor, non-malignant cells.
Osteopontin (OPN, SPP1): A secreted multi-functional
phosphorylated glycoprotein expressed at high levels in

although the murine form is Mr 105,000 because of an insert

DNA or RNA) and proteins puri?ed by standard puri?cation
methods. The term also embraces nucleic acid molecules and

proteins prepared by recombinant expression in a host cell as
Well as chemically synthesiZed nucleic acid molecules and
proteins. For example, an isolated antibody is one that is
substantially separated from the animal or cells in Which it

tumors and the surrounding stroma of numerous cancers,

including those of the liver. OPN proteins contain a functional

Gly-Arg-Gly-Asp-Ser (GRGDS; amino acids 158-162 of
SEQ ID NO: 2) cell-binding sequence.
Several splice variants of OPN have been identi?ed,

Was generated, or from cell culture medium.
Label: A detectable compound or composition that is con

including OPN-a (native sequence) and OPN-c (truncated

jugated directly or indirectly to another molecule, such as an
antibody (e.g., 5kd106-13D) or a protein, to facilitate detec
tion of that molecule. For example, the label can be capable of

terminal region of the mature sequence. OPN-c includes a

detection by ELISA, spectrophotometry, ?oW cytometry, or

transglutaminase reactive domain (Gly-X-Gly) Which can

microscopy. Speci?c, non-limiting examples of labels
include ?uorophores, chemiluminescent agents, enZymatic
linkages, electron-dense compounds, haptens and radioactive

mediate covalent homodimer cross-linking as Well as het
erodimer formation to other matrix components (such as

sequence). OPN-c lacks exon 4 (27 amino acids) in the NH2
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isotopes. Methods for labeling and guidance in the choice of

The term osteopontin includes any osteopontin gene,
cDNA, mRNA, or protein from any organism that retains
OPN biological activity. OPN sequences are publicly avail
able. For example, GenBank Accession Nos: D28759

labels appropriate for various purposes are discussed for

example in Sambrook et al. (Molecular Cloning: A Labora

tory Manual, Cold Spring Harbor, N.Y., 1989) andAusubel et
al. (In Current Protocols in Molecular Biology, John Wiley &
Sons, NeW York, 1998).
Linker peptide: A peptide Within an antibody binding frag

25

(nucleic acid) and BAA05949 (protein) disclose human
OPN-a sequences, and GenBank Accession Nos: D2876

(nucleic acid) and BAA05951 (protein) disclose human

ment (such as an Fv fragment, for example a 5kd106-13D

antibody fragment) Which serves to indirectly bond the vari
able heavy chain to the variable light chain. “Linker” can also
refer to a peptide serving to link a targeting moiety, such as a

?bronectin).

OPN-c sequences.
In certain examples, OPN has at least 80% sequence iden
30

tity, for example at least 85%, at least 90%, at least 95%, or at
least 98% sequence identity to a native OPN and retain OPN

scFv, to an effector molecule, such as a cytotoxin or a detect

biological activity. In other examples, an OPN nucleic acid

able label.

sequence has a sequence that hybridiZes under very high

The terms “conjugating,” “joining,” “bonding” or “link
ing” refer to making tWo polypeptides into one contiguous
polypeptide molecule, or to covalently attaching a radionu

35

stringency conditions to a sequence set forth in GenBank
Accession No. D28759 or D2876 and retains OPN activity.
OPN-5kD or OPN-5kD fragment: One of three osteopon

clide or other molecule to a polypeptide, such as an scFv. In

tin peptide fragments generated When exposed to MMP-9

the speci?c context, the terms include reference to joining a
ligand, such as an antibody moiety, to an effector molecule
(“EM”). The linkage can be either by chemical or recombi

mately 10kD, hoWever, its predicted siZe based upon amino

(When run on a SDS gel this peptide can migrate at approxi

the antibody moiety and the effector molecule such that there

acid sequence is 5kD). This peptide binds to the CD44 recep
tor, thereby enhancing cellular invasion of HCC cells. A par
ticular example of an OPN-5kD sequence is provided in SEQ

is a covalent bond formed betWeen the tWo molecules to form

ID NO: 4. Methods of diagnosing a tumor (such as an OPN-c

40

nant means. “Chemical means” refers to a reaction betWeen

overexpressing tumor) by detecting OPN-5kD fragment, are

one molecule.

Malignant: Cells Which have the properties of anaplasia

45

provided herein. Peptide fragments of OPN-5kD are provided

invasion and metastasis.

herein, and can be used for example to treat an OPN-overex

Matrix metalloproteinase-9 (MMP-9): A member of the
metalloproteinase family, also referred to as gelatinase B. It is
called a gelatinase because it has a high a?inity for digestion

pressing tumor or to generate antibodies. Peptide fragments
of OPN-5kD include at least 5 contiguous amino acids of

of denatured collagen I. MMP-9 can also cleave a variety of

SEQ ID NO: 4. Speci?c examples of peptide fragments of
50

OPN-5kD include peptides of 5 to 60 or 5 to 50 amino acids

proteins including many components of the extracellular
matrix such as collagens I, III, IV, andV, entactin, and elastin.

in length (such as 5 to 25, 5 to 20, 5 to 15, 6 to 12, 8 to 10, 10
to 44, 10 to 20, or 10 to 15 amino acids) and have at least 5

MMP-9 is frequently up-regulated in cancer cells and also in

contiguous amino acids of an OPN-5kD sequence (e.g., SEQ

the adjacent host tissues, and its expression by tumor cells
contributes to metastasis.

MMP-9 has a signal peptide that leads to its secretion, but
the secreted molecule is not itself enZymatically active.
MMP-9 has a proregion adjacent to the signal peptide. The
proregion contains a signature sequence including an
unpaired cysteine that interacts With the Zn2+ that is com
plexed With three histidines to form the active site. This inter

ID NO: 4), such as 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17,
55

15 contiguous amino acids. Particular examples of peptide
fragments of OPN-5kD are shoWn in SEQ ID NOS: 5-8 and
amino acids 30-36 of SEQ ID NO: 4.
Peptide: A chain of amino acids Which is at least 4 amino
60

MMP-9. Hence, the proregion is cleaved and dissociated to

alloW enZymatic activity.
example from GenBank and EMBL (for example GenBank

acids in length, regardless of post-translational modi?cation
(such as glycosylation or phosphorylation). In one example, a
peptide is at least 6 amino acids in length, such as at least 8, at
least 9, at least 10, at least 11, or at least 12 amino acids in

action alloWs the proregion to act as a competitive inhibitor of

MMP-9 has been cloned from a variety of organisms, and
nucleic acid and protein sequences are publicly available, for

18, 19, or 20 contiguous amino acids, such as 5 to 15 or 10 to

65

length. In particular examples, a peptide is 4 to 30 amino acids
in length, for example 5 to 25 amino acids in length, 5 to 20
amino acids in length, 9 to 15 amino acids in length, or 9 to 10

amino acids in length.
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Pharmaceutically Acceptable Carriers: The pharmaceuti

Sample: Includes biological samples that contain cells,
genomic DNA, RNA, or proteins (or combinations thereof)

cally acceptable carriers (vehicles) useful in this disclosure
are conventional. Remington ’s Pharmaceutical Sciences, by
E. W. Martin, Mack Publishing Co., Easton, Pa., 15th Edition
(1975), describes compositions and formulations suitable for
pharmaceutical delivery of one or more therapeutic agents,

obtained from a subject, such as those present in peripheral
blood (or a fraction thereof such as plasma or serum), urine,

saliva, tissue biopsy, surgical specimen, ?ne needle aspirate,
and autopsy material. In a particular example, a sample is
obtained from a subject having or suspected of having a

such as one or more compositions that include (1) a peptide

fragment of OPN-5kD or (2) an OPN-5kD speci?c antibody

metastatic HCC.
Sequence identity: The identity betWeen tWo or more

(e.g., 5kd106-13D).
In general, the nature of the carrier Will depend on the

nucleic acid sequences, or tWo or more amino acid sequences,

particular mode of administration being employed. For
instance, parenteral formulations can include injectable ?uids
that include pharmaceutically and physiologically acceptable

is expressed in terms of the identity or similarity betWeen the
sequences. Sequence identity can be measured in terms of
percentage identity; the higher the percentage, the more iden

?uids such as Water, physiological saline, balanced salt solu

tical the sequences are. Sequence similarity can be measured

tions, aqueous dextrose, glycerol or the like as a vehicle. In

in terms of percentage similarity (Which takes into account
conservative amino acid substitutions); the higher the per

addition to biologically-neutral carriers, pharmaceutical
compositions to be administered can contain minor amounts

centage, the more similar the sequences are. Homologs or
orthologs of nucleic acid or amino acid sequences possess a

of non-toxic auxiliary substances, such as Wetting or emulsi

fying agents, preservatives, and pH buffering agents and the

20

like, for example sodium acetate or sorbitan monolaurate,

sodium lactate, potassium chloride, calcium chloride, and
triethanolamine oleate.
Promoter: An array of nucleic acid control sequences
Which direct transcription of a nucleic acid. A promoter

25

includes necessary nucleic acid sequences near the start site

ible.
Puri?ed: The term “puri?ed” does not require absolute
purity; rather, it is intended as a relative term. Thus, for
example, a puri?ed peptide is one in Which the peptide is more
pure than the peptide in its natural environment, such as

Methods of alignment of sequences for comparison are
Well knoWn in the art. Various programs and alignment algo
rithms are described in: Smith & Waterman, Adv. Appl. Math.
2:482, 1981; Needleman & Wunsch, J. Mol. Biol. 48:443,
1970; Pearson & Lipman, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA

85:2444, 1988; Higgins & Sharp, Gene, 73:237-44, 1988;

of transcription, such as, in the case of a polymerase II type
promoter, a TATA element. A promoter also optionally
includes distal enhancer or repressor elements Which can be
located as much as several thousand base pairs from the start
site of transcription. Promoters may be constitutive or induc

relatively high degree of sequence identity/ similarity When
aligned using standard methods.

Higgins & Sharp, CABIOS 5:151-3, 1989; Corpet et al., Nuc.
Acids Res. 16:10881-90, 1988; Huang et al. ComputerAppls.
30

35

in the Biosciences 8, 155-65, 1992; and Pearson et al., Meth.
Mol. Bio. 24:307-31, 1994. Altschul et al., J. Mol. Biol. 215:
403-10, 1990, presents a detailed consideration of sequence

alignment methods and homology calculations.
The NCBI Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST)
(Altschul et al., .1. Mol. Biol. 215:403-10, 1990) is available
from several sources, including the National Center for Bio

logical Information (NCBI, National Library of Medicine,

Within a cell.

In particular examples, puri?ed OPN peptides or fragments

Building 38A, Room 8N805, Bethesda, Md. 20894) and on

thereof (such as SEQ ID NOS: 4-8) refers to peptides that are

the Internet, for use in connection With the sequence analysis

at least 75% pure, at least 80% pure, at least 90% pure, at least
95% pure, at least 97% pure, at least 98% pure, or at least 99%

40

programs blastp, blastn, blastx, tblastn and tblastx. Additional

45

information can be found at the NCBI Web site.
BLASTN is used to compare nucleic acid sequences, While
BLASTP is used to compare amino acid sequences. To com
pare tWo nucleic acid sequences, the options can be set as
folloWs: -i is set to a ?le containing the ?rst nucleic acid

pure. The purity of a peptide can be measured using methods
knoWn in the art, such as by a Western blot.
Radiological agent: In cancer treatment, refers to the
administration of one or a combination of radioactive com

pounds to damage the DNA of cells, thereby killing or sloW

ing the reproduction of rapidly multiplying cells. Exemplary

sequence to be compared (such as C:\seq1.txt); -j is set to a ?le
containing the second nucleic acid sequence to be compared

methods of administering radiological agents to a subject
include external beam radiotherapy @(BRT) or teletherapy,

(such as C:\seq2.txt); -p is set to blastn; -o is set to any desired
?le name (such as C:\output.txt); -q is set to —1; -r is set to 2;

brachytherapy or sealed source radiotherapy, and unsealed
source radiotherapy. The radiological agents that can be
administered to a subject in combination With the disclosed
therapies that include a peptide of 5 to 50 amino acids in

length that includes at least 5 contiguous amino acids of
OPN-5kD (such as at least 9 contiguous amino acids of SEQ
ID NO: 4) or OPN-5kD antibodies. Exemplary radiological
agents include those knoWn by those skilled in the art, such as

50

C:\Bl2seq -i c:\seq1.txt -j c:\seq2.txt -p blastn -o c:\output.txt
-q —1 -r 2.
55

for example, be accomplished by chemical synthesis or by the
arti?cial manipulation of isolated segments of nucleic acids,
such as by genetic engineering techniques. Similarly, a
recombinant protein is one encoded for by a recombinant
nucleic acid molecule.

To compare tWo amino acid sequences, the options of
Bl2seq can be set as folloWs: -i is set to a ?le containing the

?rst amino acid sequence to be compared (such as
C:\seq1.txt); -j is set to a ?le containing the second amino acid
sequence to be compared (such as C:\seq2.txt); -p is set to

ioniZing radiation (for example x-rays and gamma rays).
Recombinant: A recombinant nucleic acid is one that has a
sequence that is not naturally occurring or has a sequence that
is made by an arti?cial combination of tWo otherWise sepa
rated segments of sequence. This arti?cial combination can

and all other options are left at their default setting. For
example, the folloWing command can be used to generate an
output ?le containing a comparison betWeen tWo sequences:

60

blastp; -o is set to any desired ?le name (such as C:\output.

txt); and all other options are left at their default setting. For
example, the folloWing command can be used to generate an
output ?le containing a comparison betWeen tWo amino acid
65

sequences: C:\Bl2seq -i c:\seq1.txt -j c:\seq2.txt -p blastp -o
c:\output.txt. If the tWo compared sequences share homology,
then the designated output ?le Will present those regions of
homology as aligned sequences. If the tWo compared

US 8,568,977 B2
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sequences do not share homology, then the designated output
?le Will not present aligned sequences.
Once aligned, the number of matches is determined by
counting the number of positions Where an identical nucle

all encode substantially the same protein. Such homologous
nucleic acid sequences can, for example, possess at least
60%, at least 70%, at least 80%, at least 90%, at least 95%, at
least 98%, or at least 99% sequence identity determined by
this method. For example, a nucleic acid encoding an OPN

otide or amino acid residue is presented in both sequences.

The percent sequence identity is determined by dividing the

5kD sequence can have substantial sequence identity to a

number of matches either by the length of the sequence set
forth in the identi?ed sequence, or by an articulated length

native sequence if it shares at least 80% sequence identity to
nucleotides 566-697 ofSEQ ID NO: 1, such as at least 90% or
at least 95% sequence identity to nucleotides 566-697 of SEQ

(such as 100 consecutive nucleotides or amino acid residues
from a sequence set forth in an identi?ed sequence), folloWed

ID NO: 1. An alternative (and not necessarily cumulative)

by multiplying the resulting value by 100. For example, a

indication that tWo nucleic acid sequences are substantially

nucleic acid sequence that has 1166 matches When aligned
With a test sequence having 1554 nucleotides is 75.0 percent
identical to the test sequence (1166+1554*100:75.0). The
percent sequence identity value is rounded to the nearest
tenth. For example, 75.11, 75.12, 75.13, and 75.14 are

identical is that the peptide Which the ?rst nucleic acid
sequence encodes is immunologically cross reactive With the
peptide encoded by the second nucleic acid sequence.
One of skill in the art Will appreciate that the particular
sequence identity ranges are provided for guidance only; it is

rounded doWn to 75.1, While 75.15, 75.16, 75.17, 75.18, and

possible that strongly signi?cant homologs could be obtained

75.19 are rounded up to 75.2. The length value Will alWays be
an integer. In another example, a target sequence containing a

that fall outside the ranges provided.

20-nucleotide region that aligns With 20 consecutive nucle

Speci?c binding agent: An agent that binds substantially
20

otides from an identi?ed sequence as folloWs contains a

region that shares 75 percent sequence identity to that iden

ti?ed sequence (that is, 15+20*100:75).
For comparisons of amino acid sequences of greater than
about 30 amino acids, the Blast 2 sequences function is
employed using the default BLOSUM62 matrix set to default
parameters, (gap existence cost of 11, and a per residue gap

peptide.
25

cost of 1). Homologs are typically characteriZed by posses

95%, at least 98%, or at least 99% sequence identity. For
example, a peptide having substantial sequence identity to an

30

ciation betWeen the antibody (or other speci?c binding agent)
and the antigen than betWeen the antibody and a non-anti gen.
35

non-speci?c antigen.
40

related is that the tWo molecules hybridiZe to each other under
stringent conditions, as described above. Nucleic acid
sequences that do not shoW a high degree of identity may
nevertheless encode identical or similar (conserved) amino
acid sequences, due to the degeneracy of the genetic code.
Changes in a nucleic acid sequence can be made using this

degeneracy to produce multiple nucleic acid molecules that

only binds OPN-5kD but not to other proteins, such as those

found in blood) (for example see HarloW and Lane, Antibod
ies: A Laboratory Manual. 1988). A variety of immunoassay

default parameters (open gap 9, extension gap 1 penalties).
For example, When less than the entire sequence is being
compared for sequence identity, homologs Will typically pos

short WindoWs are described at the NCBI Web site.
One indication that tWo nucleic acid molecules are closely

The determination that a particular agent binds substan
tially only to OPN-5kD can be made using or adapting routine
procedures. For example, Western blotting can be used to
determine that a speci?c binding agent, such as an antibody,

binds substantially only to the protein (such as substantially
45

sequences function, employing the PAM30 matrix set to

ing on their identity to the reference sequence. For example,
a peptide having substantial sequence identity to an OPN
5kD fragment can share at least 80% sequence identity to any
of SEQ ID NOS: 5-8, such as at least 90%, at least 95%, at
least 98%, or at least 99% sequence identity to SEQ ID NOS:
5-8. Methods for determining sequence identity over such

Speci?c binding typically results in greater than 2-fold, such
as greater than 5-fold, greater than 10-fold, or greater than
100-fold increase in amount of bound antibody or other spe
ci?c binding agent to the antigen as compared to binding to a

sequence identity to SEQ ID NO: 4.

sess at least 75% sequence identity over short WindoWs of
10-20 amino acids, and can possess sequence identities of at
least 85%, at least 90%, at least 95% or at least 98% depend

agent and a non-target antigen. Nevertheless, speci?c binding
can be distinguished as mediated through speci?c recognition
of the antigen. Speci?c binding results in a signi?cant asso

OPN-5kD sequence can share at least 80% sequence identity
to SEQ ID NO: 4, such as at least 90% or at least 95%

When aligning short peptides (feWer than around 30 amino
acids), the alignment can be performed using the Blast 2

The term “speci?cally binds” refers, With respect to an
antigen such as OPN-5kD, to the preferential association of
an antibody or other speci?c binding agent, in Whole or part,
to the antigen and not to other antigens. A certain degree of
non-speci?c interaction can occur betWeen a speci?c binding

sion of at least 70% sequence identity counted over the full

length alignment With an amino acid sequence using the
NCBI Basic Blast 2.0, gapped blastp With databases such as
the nr or sWissprot database. Queries searched With the blastn
program are ?ltered With DUST (Hancock and Armstrong,
1994, Compul. Appl. Biosci. 10:67-70). Other programs use
SEG. In addition, a manual alignment can be performed.
Proteins With even greater similarity Will shoW increasing
percentage identities When assessed by this method, such as at
least 75%, at least 80%, at least 85%, at least 90%, at least

only to a de?ned target. Thus an OPN-5kD speci?c binding
agent is an agent that binds substantially to a OPN-5kD pep
tide or epitope thereof. In one example, the speci?c binding
agent is an antibody that speci?cally binds the OPN-5kD

formats are appropriate for selecting antibodies or other spe

ci?c binding agent speci?cally immunoreactive With a par
50

ticular protein (such as OPN-5kD). For example, solid-phase
ELISA immunoassays are routinely used to select mono

clonal antibodies speci?cally immunoreactive With a protein.
Subject: Living multi-cellular vertebrate organisms, a cat
egory that includes human and non-human mammals (such as
55
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laboratory or veterinary subjects).
Therapeutically effective amount: An amount of a thera
peutic agent (such as an OPN-5kD speci?c antibody, or an
OPN-5kD peptide fragment (such as a peptide of 5 to 50
amino acids in length that includes at least 5 contiguous
amino acids of OPN-5kD)), that alone, or together With one or
more additional therapeutic agents, induces the desired
response, such as treatment of a tumor that overexpresses
OPN, such as a metastatic HCC tumor. In one example, it is an
amount of an OPN-5kD speci?c antibody, or one or more
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peptide fragments of OPN-5kD needed to prevent or delay the
development of a tumor, prevent or delay the metastasis of a
tumor, cause regression of an existing tumor, or treat one or

